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Water Supply Partners



Regional Supply Alternatives Evaluated

Northern 

Groundwater

Mid-Willamette

Newberg

Bull 

Run

Hagg

Lake



Mid-Willamette Supply Selected in 2013

• Lowest cost to 
implement

• Excellent water quality

• Ownership

• Reliability

• Regional benefits

Willamette Water Supply Program (WWSP)



WWSP Mission Statement

To provide a cost-effective, reliable and 

resilient water supply system by 2026, that 

benefits current and future generations of 

the communities we serve and supports a 

vibrant local economy.

“Washington County is one of the economic engines for the 

State, and that engine runs on water” 
(Washington County Chair Andy Duyck, May 2013). 
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Route and schedule may change.
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Route and schedule may change.
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APPROXIMATE 
START OF  DESIG N



• Identifying a level of service goal for the transmission system

• Geohazards along the pipeline route

• Seismic issues specific to steel pipelines

Overview of today’s presentation



WWSP Performance Goals

Mission Statement

To provide a cost-effective, reliable and 

resilient water supply system by 2026, that 

benefits current and future generations of 

the communities we serve and supports a 

vibrant local economy.

12 Performance Goals Identified

3. Resiliency - We will develop a system that 

reliably delivers needed water, including in 

times of droughts, earthquakes, or other 

disasters.



Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake 

Expected to be Similar to Tohoku Japan

M9.0 Earthquake 

(March 11, 2011)
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(from Goldfinger et al., 2012)

Planning Scenario



Level of service goals provide the 
targets for infrastructure performance
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“The backbone water system 
would be capable of supplying 
key community needs, including 
fire suppression, health and 
emergency response, and 
community drinking water 
distribution points, while 
damage to the larger (non-
backbone) system is being 
addressed.”

(Oregon Resilience Plan)



Infrastructure Systems Support the Social 

& Economic Functions of the Community

The problem we need to solve is a 

“social-technical problem”



Washington County, Oregon

The pipe must continue to convey water after the design event

Desired performance

FUNCTIONAL NOT 
ACCEPTABLE



Washington County, Oregon

• Identifying a level of service goal for the 
transmission system

• Geohazards along the pipeline route

• Seismic issues specific to steel pipelines

Overview of today’s presentation



Washington County, Oregon
Determining seismic forces requires 

geohazard area understanding
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Soils Hazard Map

– Soils affect 
resiliency

– Geotech studies 
helps us 
understand where 
soil types occur



Washington County, Oregon
1964 Alaska Earthquake

"Alaska Quake-Fourth Ave" by U.S. Army - http://libraryphoto.cr.usgs.gov/

• Alaska 9.2 M Earthquake

• March 27, 1964, at 5:36 p.m.



Washington County, Oregon

Seismic Sources: Local Faults, CSZ, Intraslab

Shallow-focus Crustal Earthquakes (Mw = 5 to 7)

Deep-focus, Intraplate Earthquakes (Mw = 6 to 7.5)

CSZ Interface Earthquakes (Mw = 8 to 9.2)

Project design earthquake 

recommendations

1

2

3

What events 
are we 

planning for?

What level of 
performance do we 

want from the 
pipeline?

+



Washington County, Oregon

Comparison of three recent 

subduction EQ ground motions



Washington County, OregonComparison of three recent subduction EQ 

ground motions



Washington County, OregonPatterns associated with CSZ events

 Extended period of 
ground shaking

 Larger area affected

More stress on 
infrastructure

2011 Japan EQ ground motion 
distribution



Washington County, Oregon

• Recommended design parameters

– USGS 2014 map with minor adjustment for future 
updates

(last update added more seismic zone around Portland 

area and considered more recurrence distribution for 
CSZ earthquakes)

– 2475 year event

o PGA - 0.40 to 0.45 g

– Site-specific analysis using EQ ground motions for 
critical pieces of project (WTP, reservoir, PS, major 
crossings)

Project design earthquake recommendation



Washington County, Oregon

• Identifying a level of service goal for the 
transmission system

• Geohazards along the pipeline route

• Seismic issues specific to steel pipelines

Overview



Washington County, Oregon

Seismic hazards 

assessment

• Existing knowledge
(based on map review and regional 
experience)

• Fault Rupture 
Potential: very low

• Strong 
Shaking/Ground 
Amplification: low to 
medium

• Liquefaction 
Settlement: low to 
high

• Lateral Spreading: 
high (mainly along 
creek and river banks)



Washington County, Oregon

Predesign geotechnical 

exploration program
• Current exploration borings 

along preferred pipeline route

– 7  borings at depths of 65 – 125’

– Located mostly at major crossing 
locations

• Existing geotechnical 
information
– ~ 20 relevant locations

– Local bridges & roadways; TriMet; 
TVWD reservoir; WTP existing and 
new sites; Intel

+
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Washington County, Oregon

Differential settlements in liquefaction zones are 

significant

Location Boring Liquefaction 
Layer Depths

Estimated 
Settlement

Wilsonville Road Crossing B-1 None N/P

Beckman Road Crossing B-2 28-34’ 3”

Chicken Creek Crossing B-3 20-30’ & 38-48’ 10”

Tualatin River Crossing B-4
B-6

20-38’ & 48-53’
23-48’

6 to 7”

Rock Creek Crossing B-5 15-25’ & 43-55’ 7”

TV HWY Crossing @ 
Beaverton

B-7 10-30’ & 6”



Washington County, Oregon

• Identifying a level of service goal for the transmission 
system

• Geohazards along the pipeline route

• Seismic issues specific to steel pipelines

Overview



Washington County, Oregon

However lap welded 

joints can pose a 

challenge

Karamanos, Keil & Card, ASCE 
Pipelines Conference, 2015, 

Baltimore

“bell” pipe end

“spigot” pipe end

external 
weld

internal
weld

D

t

“Compressive deformation… represents the 
most severe type of loading imposed on 
welded steel pipelines during an 
earthquake” (O’Roarke and Jones, 2006) 
[Photo: Smith, 2006]

With seismic forces defined, we are 
determining design stresses



Washington County, Oregon

Behavior of steel pipeline under permanent ground 

deformation

• A 2% strain level is more than 10 
times higher than the one 
corresponding to the yield strain of 
pipe material

• Tensile strain capacity depends on
– Pipe base material 

– Weld material (always 
“overmatched”), 

– Type, size and location of  
discontinuities in the weld and 
HAZ,  

– Ductility of the weld metal and the 
HAZ.  



Washington County, Oregon

• Remain in service 
without need for 
repair

• Limit strain to 
tolerable levels 

• Low level – may 
require repair to 
linings

• High level without 
rupture - require 
repair to pipe

Strain-based design decreases conservatism by 

allowing deformation but not failure



Washington County, Oregon

Three main categories to address

Strong ground 
shaking

Standard design (joint and 
material selection) is 
sufficient to address

Lateral spreading zones 
(mainly in creek/river 
areas)

Minimize impact through 
trenchless or special profile

Liquefaction and transition 
areas with differential 
settlements

Toolbox of options applied 
specific to each site



Washington County, Oregon

Mitigation for areas with permanent ground deformation



Washington County, Oregon

• Move from planning to design!

Next steps

Design level 
geotechnical 
exploration 
program for 

each segment

Identification of 
specific 

permanent 
deformation 
profiles and 

develop 
appropriate 
mitigation



Washington County, Oregon
Questions

Mike Britch, P.E., MPA

WWSP Engineering & Construction Manager

(503) 941-4565 

Mike.Britch@tvwd.org

Mark Havekost, P.E.

McMillen Jacobs Associates

(503)384-2909

Havekost@mcmjac.com

John Plattsmier, P.E.

HDR

(503)423.3812

John.Plattsmier@hdrinc.com





How Do You Deliver a $1 Billion Water 
Supply Program?

• The answer is similar 
to the question, “how 
do you eat an 
elephant?”

• Answer:  One bite at a 
time

• In our case, it’s about 
the Work Packages

40



Four main considerations for 
development of work packages

• Boundary – jurisdictional/service areas, 
turnouts, opportunity projects

• Economic – sizing of packages in relation to 
contracting community and maintaining 
competition

• Environmental – sensitive areas, land use

• Technical – complexity of construction, 
geotechnical/seismic, system pressures & pipe 
diameters

41



When do we build the work packages?

Depends on:

• Cash flow and finances

• Opportunity projects 
and timing

• Environmental 
permitting 

• Overall schedule to 
complete on time

42

SW 124th Avenue Project

South Hillsboro
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Route and schedule may change.
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Technical challenges we are solving to 
provide the reliable water supply
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• Establishing level of service goals

• Identifying geohazard areas

• Analyzing stresses in infrastructure

• Selecting appropriate mitigation 
methods to achieve goals



How Do You Solve the Problem?
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“Progress is impossible without 

change, and those who cannot 

change their minds cannot 

change anything.”

George Bernard Shaw
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Geohazards range from rock to 
liquefiable soils

50

Rock along SW 124th compared to liquefiable soils 
along the Tualatin River (and other areas)



Strategy to avoid geohazard areas
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• Identifying a level of service goal for the transmission system

• Geohazards along the pipeline route

• Seismic issues specific to steel pipelines

Overview of today’s presentation



Updated seismic 
hazards map

Hillsboro area 

• medium risk along 
Cornelius Pass (previously 
considered low)

Beaverton area

• medium risk in TV HWY to 
Hocken area (previously 
considered high)

Chicken Creek/Sherwood North 

• high risk (previously 
considered medium risk)
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John’s slides
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There are three main options for mitigating

Significant portions of the alignment are affected by 
liquefaction and localized permanent ground 
deformation (1 to 12 inches)

• Avoid the hazard

– Routing, tunnel depth and shaft placement

• Reduce the hazard to an acceptable level

– Ground improvements, pile foundations

• Accommodate the hazard

– Flexible joints, stiffened pipe, alternate materials 
(Kubota)



Compressive Forces are Key:
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“Compressive deformation… represents the most 
severe type of loading imposed on welded steel 
pipelines during an earthquake” (O’Roarke and 
Jones, 2006) [Photo: Smith, 2006]


